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The Light Wood Frame Construction has so many advantages such as green 
energy, excellent operational performance, safety, significant ecological benefit, 
excellent thermal insulation properties, that it has been an ideal form of residential 
building construction and applied increasing gradually in recent years. At present, the 
Light Wood Frame Construction that introduced to China uses imported timber and 
complete sets of construction technology from Canadian and American. There is 
optimization space if it combined with our local characteristics. The research projects 
I have participated have been trying to change the construction method “Install timber 
one by one on site” to “Approach to assemble prefabricated blocks”, So as to achieve 
the purposes that efficient use of wood ,improving the speed of construction, reduce 
installation cost. So that the Light Wood Frame Construction can be realized industrial 
production. 
This paper presents a series of method to design a wood house which can be 
fabricated in diverse, typically standardized transportable block parts in 
manufacturing plant，and can be fitted in site in very short time. The paper introduces 
the structural measures and performance characteristics of blocks of floor and wall, 
especially the design method. For the calculation of the blocks-assembled structure，
the static calculation schemes were discussed based on the spatial interacting effect 
between the shear walls and roof beams as the structure under both the horizontal and 
the vertical forces action. It is considering factors such as spacing of cross wall, bent 
stiffness, floor construction. And there is reference value for structure optimization 
design and simplified calculation of Light Wood Frame Construction. For more 
clearly explaining the design, we draw a book atlas with the component detail 
drawings, the production process, installation method, and other necessary 
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图 1.3 典型轻型木结构示意图[5] 
 
 





















 连续墙骨柱式 平台框架 





























































所示。目测分级规格材截面尺寸应符合 GB50005-2003 附录 N[3]的规定。 
 























表 1.3 规格材截面尺寸及常见用途[3] 
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